Campus Library

*Find, add and share videos, sites and files within your school and end over-blocking of valuable resources.*

**WHAT?**

All Lightspeed Systems customers have access to the Campus Library. It’s a collection of educational resources like YouTube videos, blogs, and more. Teachers can easily browse it, add to it, and share resources from it with their students. And it’s all CIPA compliant!

**WHY?**

Campus Library gives schools a safe, appropriate middle ground between blocking and opening categories. Sites like YouTube contain some great resources that schools want to use, but they also contain inappropriate content and can put too much stress on a network. Campus Library lets teachers and administrators share the good resources – without having to open up access to a whole category or site in their filtering policies.

**HOW?**

It’s easy to get started and use Campus Library. Just log in at launch.lightspeedsystems.com and add your teachers, students and classes via an import or SIS integration. Then teachers can log in at Launch and click Campus Library to jump right in.

**Key capabilities:**

- Easily add resources
- Browse by subject/grade level
- District Library (for internal-only resources)
- One-click send to class via Mobile Manager or Classroom Orchestrator
- Shareable short URLs
- Resource rating and community flagging
- YouTube videos stripped of peripheral content, comments, links
- Web Filter check on added resources to ensure CIPA compliance
- Resources accessible even if the category is blocked by filter (requires Lightspeed Web Filter)

End over-blocking, ease teacher and student filtering frustration, and ensure safe, appropriate access to just the resources you want with the Campus Library.